A procedure for obtaining complementary replicas of ultra-rapidly frozen sandwiched samples.
Complementary replicas of samples prepared for electron microscopy by the freeze-fracture/etch technique are extremely valuable in the interpretation of the exposed surfaces, the nature and location of the membrane fracture plane, and as an aid in the recognition of the potential artefacts of this technique. This paper describes a procedure for the preparation of complementary replicas of thin samples sandwiched between copper foil strips and frozen ultra-rapidly in the absence of chemical pretreatments. In this procedure, the copper foil support bearing the replica is floated on the surface of a chromic acid solution, resulting in the controlled dissolution of the copper metal. The replica which remains at the surface of the chromic acid is then stabilized against fragmentation during subsequent cleaning and rinsing steps by placing a 50 mesh gold grid on top of the replica. To minimize agitation of the replica/grid, all cleaning steps are performed in a single depression plate well. The clean replica/grid is picked up from below on a thin Formvar film, dried, and then separated from the extra film. Careful placement of the gold grid on the replicas and low magnification electron micrograph montages of the complementary grids facilitate the location of complementary regions and simplify examination of complementary specimen areas at higher magnification.